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Consumer Group Discussion Guide – Job No. 1258 

The approach taken will be very much target group directed, so while a 
number of aspects to do with the research aims will be probed (where relevant), 
if not raised spontaneously, every attempt will be made to encourage the study 
participants to express the issues they perceive to be important in regard to 
the health warnings and graphics. 

It should be noted that the issues may not be explored in the order detailed 
below.  The issues discussed spontaneously will likely reveal those aspects 
thought to be most important or relevant or of most significance/concern/ 
interest to the various target groups. 

General Introduction about the Topic: 

• Explain research and the discussion format; 

• Thank participants for attending. 

Today/tonight we are interested in hearing your thoughts, impressions and 
opinions about aspects of the health warning system on tobacco products, either 
cigarettes or cigars.  The study will involve hearing the views of people 
representing a cross-section of the community and both smokers and non-
smokers.  It will be a very informal, relaxed discussion about your views and 
experiences. 

1.  General discussion about smoking (Short warm-up to provide a 
context to understand responses to the labels) 

As a brief warm-up for the discussion, I’d like to hear your thoughts about 
smoking in general…. 

• How do you feel about smoking as an activity generally? 

• Smokers: Briefly explore smoking behaviour: 

− How would you describe your smoking habits? (Occasional 
smoker? Social smoker? Moderate smoker? Heavy smoker?) 

− When do you smoke? 

− How much do you smoke? 

− How long have you been smoking for? 

− What do you like about smoking? 
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− Do you have any concerns about smoking? For yourself? For 
others? Why are they concerning? 

− Do you want to give up? Have you ever tried to give up? If so, why? 
What prompted you to try?  

• Non smokers: Briefly explore general attitudes: 

− What are your impressions of smoking?  

− Are there any aspects of concern? What are they? 

− What do you think people think about smoking these days? 

2.  Perceptions of new tobacco warning system overall 

Now, thinking about cigarette and cigar packs – what changes have you noticed 
over the past 18 months to 2 years?  

• Record spontaneous comments offered: 

− is it message or visual recall? 

• Perceptions of changes overall? Probe: 

• What do you think of the new warnings? Did you like/ dislike them? 
Why? (Note: emotional/ rational response?) 

• Do/did you think/talk about them? 

• How would you describe them?  

• What are the main messages of the warnings? What are they trying to 
convey?   

• Do you believe or accept the warning messages? Why/ why not? (Note: 
does there appear to be any denial in relation to the warnings?) 

• Do you think they are relevant to you or your life? Why/why not? 

• Did/do the warnings have any affect on you or the way you think about 
smoking? What was that? Probe: 

• (Smokers/ former smokers): Did they affect the way you purchase your 
cigarettes/ cigars? In what way?  

• (Smokers/ former smokers): Did they prompt you to change the pack at 
all? In what way? 
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• Did they have any effect on your understanding of the health effects of 
smoking? In what way? 

• Did they have any effect on the way you view smoking? In what way? 

• (Smokers/ former smokers) Did they have any influence on your thoughts 
about quitting? In what way? (Note: Did they generate an intention to 
smoke less/ stay quit? Did they reinforce defeatism regarding quitting?) 

• Do you think it is important to have health warnings on tobacco packs? 
Why/ why not? (Note: do they see them as an effective means of 
preventing/ reducing smoking?) 

• How do you think the graphic health warnings compare with the previous 
text-only tobacco warnings?  

• What do you think about the use of images on tobacco pack warnings? 
Why? Do you think they have any influence on how effective the 
warnings are? If so, to what extent do you think they influence the 
effectiveness of the warning? 

• Has the way you think about the graphic health warnings changed at all 
over time? In what way? (Note: Is there any evidence of wear-out?)   

3.  Unaided awareness and perceptions of warnings  

We’d now like to explore your perceptions of the new warnings in a bit 
more detail… 

• Unaided awareness and perceptions of pack health warnings: 

− What specific health messages can you recall?  For each message: 
What are your thoughts about that message? What is it saying? 
What do you think they’re trying to convey? Were you previously 
aware of this? Do you believe it? Why/ why not? 

− What graphics do you recall?  For each mentioned: What is the 
image depicted? What are your thoughts about that visual/graphic? 
What sort of words would you use to describe it? What do you think 
they’re trying to convey? Do you believe it? Why/ why not? 

• What else can you recall about the warnings on the pack? Do they display 
any other information?  (Gauge unaided awareness of content on front/ 
back/ side of pack):  

• Explanatory messages on the back?  
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• Side of pack statement? 

• Inclusion of the quitline number and web address? 

• Probe perceptions of each raised: 

• What is it trying to convey? 

• Do you believe it? Why/ why not? 

• Do you think it’s an important inclusion on the warning? Why/ why not?  

• Do you think that would have any effect? If so, what sort of effect? On 
whom?  

4. Health Warnings (Aided)  

• Show Packs all at once: 

− observe which pack(s) generates initial spontaneous response and 
what type of response; 

− focus on the packs in order of discussion. 

• For each pack examine (if not already covered in detail): 

− aided awareness (front, back, side panel); 

− reaction to warning statement on front of pack and on back of pack: 
What do you think of the warning statement? 

− reaction to visual/graphic on front and back of pack: What do you 
think of the photos on the pack? (note difference in reactions of 
internal v. external disease photos) 

− reaction to explanatory messages on the back: What do you think of 
the message on the back of the pack?  

• If not raised, probe: 

− interest in warning: (Note: do they seem tired/bored of it?)   

− perceived message and comprehension of warning/visual/ 
explanatory messages: What do you think it’s trying to convey? Do 
you think it’s clear? Why/ why not? 

− believability/acceptance of warning/visual/ explanatory message: 
Do you believe what it’s trying to say? Why/ why not? 
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− perceived suitability of pairing text and visual: What do you think 
about pairing the text and image on this pack? Does it make sense to 
you? Why/ why not? 

− tone of warning: What sort of words would you use to describe it?  

− involvement and personal relevance: Do you think it’s relevant to 
you and your lifestyle? Why/ why not? (Note: do they appear to 
personalise/internalise the warning?  The visuals?) 

− usefulness of warning/visual/ explanatory messages: Do you think 
the warning is useful? Are there any parts of the warning that are 
more useful than others? What? Why?  

− prior awareness of warning/explanatory messages: Were you aware 
of this health effect previously? Is there any new information there?  

− Does this warning have any affect on the way you think about 
smoking? In what way?  

− Does it affect the way you think about quitting in any way? How is 
that? 

• How do you think this warning might affect other people?  

• (Note: Are there any particular elements of the warnings that seem to 
trigger these responses?) 

• If not already covered, examine response to side of pack statement: 

• What do you think about the information on the side of the pack? 

• What is it trying to convey? How clear is it in doing that? Were you aware 
of that previously?  

• Do you believe it? Why/ why not? 

• How would you describe the tone of that message? 

• Do you think it’s useful? Important? Why/ why not?  

• If not already covered: What do you think of the reference to the quitline 
and web address? 

• Do you think it’s useful? Important? Why/ why not?  
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• Do you think it would prompt people to call the quitline or access the 
website? Why/ why not? 

• Has it prompted you to call the quitline or access the website? Why/why 
not? 

• If not already covered: What do you think of the overall visual appearance 
of the warnings? (Prompt: size, position on pack, colours, font-size) 

• Does it attract attention? 

• Do you think it encourages people to read the warnings? Why/ why not? 

• Are you aware that there are two sets of graphic health warnings? SHOW 
DIFFERENT SETS: The two sets of warnings are rotated on a 12 month 
basis  – Set A is used for 12 months and then is replaced with Set B which 
is used for the next 12 months – and so on… What do you think of that? 

5.  Improvements?  

• Do you think the warning labels should be changed in any way? How? 
Why? Probe: 

• The range and number of warnings overall?  

• Warning statements?  

• Graphics? 

• Text?   

• Back of pack message? 

• Side of pack message? 

• Tone of warning? 

• Health effects covered?  

• The system of rotation? 
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6. Tobacco product packaging  

• Do you think tobacco product branding and imagery on tobacco packs has 
an impact on how noticeable and/or effective the graphic health warnings 
are? In what way? 

7. Conclusion  

• Thank you very much for your thoughts today. Is there anything you want 
to add about the graphic health warnings that hasn’t already been raised 
today? 
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Stakeholder Interview Guide – Job No. 1258 

The approach taken will be very much stakeholder directed, so while a number 
of aspects to do with the research aims will be probed (where relevant), if not 
raised spontaneously, every attempt will be made to encourage the interviewees 
to express the issues they perceive to be important in regard to the health 
warnings and graphics. 

It should be noted that the issues may not be explored in the order detailed 
below.  The issues discussed spontaneously will likely reveal those aspects 
thought to be most important or relevant or of most significance/concern/ 
interest to the stakeholders. 

General Introduction about the Topic: 

(Note): Stakeholders will have already been contacted and interview times 
arranged. They will therefore be aware of the focus of the interview.  

o Explain research and interview format; 

o Thank stakeholders for participating. 

Today I would like to explore your thoughts, impressions and opinions about 
aspects to do with the Australian system of graphic health warnings on tobacco 
product packaging. We are particularly interested in your thoughts on how 
consumers have reacted to the new system, what aspects of the system work, 
what aspects don’t work and the reasons for this, as well as future directions. 
This interview is part of an evaluation of the graphic health warnings that will 
also comprise a survey and group discussions with tobacco consumers and non-
consumers. 

1. Perceptions of the graphic health warning system overall: 

o Let’s start with your impressions of the graphic health warning system 
overall: 

Record spontaneous comments offered 

o Perceptions of the range of warnings that are used?  

o (If not raised) Probe: 

- Variety of subjects?  
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- Overall impact/salience? 

- Overall credibility? 

- Overall clarity? 

- Overall relevance? 

- Perceptions of visual aspects of the warnings:  

- Size? 

- Position on pack? 

- Layout 

- Colours?  

- Font-sizes?  

2. Perceptions of specific key components of the Australian graphic 
health warning system. 

Now I’d like to hear your thoughts about the specific key components of the 
graphic health warning system in more detail. (Show packs/ leaflet on tobacco 
pack warnings and identify visually which key component the questions are 
referring to.) 

o Perceptions of warning statements overall? Warning statements on the 
front of the pack? Warning statements on the back of the pack? Probe:  

− Clarity of warning statements? 

− Tone of warning statements?  

− Credibility of statements?  

o Perceptions of explanatory messages on the back of the pack: 

− What do you think of the level of detail? 

− Clarity? 

− Tone?  
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o Perceptions of images overall? Graphics on the front of the pack? 
Graphics on the back of the pack? Probe:  

− Disease images vs non-disease images?  

− Internal vs. external disease images? 

− Clarity of images?  

− Tone of images?  

− Credibility of images?  

− Perceived suitability of pairing text and visual? 

o Perceptions of the inclusion of the quitline number and web address on 
each pack? 

- Noticeability?  

- Importance?  

- Perceptions of the side of pack information statement: 

- Appropriateness of message? 

- Clarity? 

- Tone?  

o Perceptions of the number of warnings? Perceptions of the system of 
rotation (Set A – 12 months, Set B, 12 months) SHOW BROCHURE 
INDICATING SET A AND SET B: 

- Appropriateness of timing – i.e. every 12 months? 

- Groups of health effects in each set? 

- Number of health effects in each set?  

o SHOW CIGAR PACKS: Perceptions of cigar specific warnings? 
Probe: 

- Range? 

- Warning statement? 
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- Graphics? 

- Text? 

- Visual aspects? (Size, placement etc) 

3. Perceived effectiveness and impact of the warnings: 

o How effective do you think the warnings are generally? 

- In what way do you think they are effective? 

- As a means of communicating the risks of tobacco consumption? 

- In increasing awareness and knowledge of the risks of smoking? 

- In encouraging smokers to quit?  

- In encouraging former smokers not to go back to smoking? 

- In discouraging potential smokers from starting? 

- If not effective, why not? 

- Do you think there is evidence of wear-out or that they are losing 
impact? If so, is it the system generally or particular health 
warnings? Why? 

o How do you think the wider community has responded to them?  

- Why do you think they have generated this response?  

- What do you think is the impact of this response? 

o Overall, which of the warnings do you think are the most effective? 
Why is that?  

o Which do you think are least effective? Why is that? Could anything 
be done to make it more effective? If so, what? 

o (If not mentioned) How important do you think the graphics are in 
terms of the effectiveness of the warnings? Why is that? 

o Are the warnings more effective with some groups than with others? 
Who? Why do you think that is? 
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- Probe: Different age-groups? Genders? Socio-economic groups? 
Different types of smokers? Light/moderate/heavy? Cigar 
smokers? 

o Do you think any of the warnings reinforce defeatism regarding 
quitting or trigger denial from smokers? Why/How? How significant 
are the graphics in triggering this response?  

- Are certain types of smokers more predisposed to this type of 
reaction? Who? Why?  

4. Improvements? 

o Do you think that the graphic health warning system would benefit 
from any kind of improvement?  Do you think it needs revising in any 
way? How? Probe: 

- The range and number of warnings overall?  

- Health effects covered?  

- Proportion of the pack covered? 

- The system of rotation? 

- The layout, colours used etc? 

o Is there anything about the warnings/graphics more specifically that 
might benefit from revision? For all warnings or for specific warnings? 
Probe: 

- Warning statements? Front? Back? 

- Graphics? 

- Text? Level of detail?  

- Back of pack message? 

- Side of pack message? 

- Tone of warning? 

o Are there any other health effects that you think should be covered in 
the warnings? What? Why?   
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o What do you think about requiring different graphic health warnings 
on other tobacco products (e.g. smokeless tobacco, waterpipes) to 
cover health effects specific to that product, such as those required for 
cigars?  

5.  Plain packaging (If not already covered. Record if raised spontaneously) 

o How does tobacco product branding and imagery on tobacco packs 
impact on the effectiveness of health warnings? 

o Do you think plain packaging provisions would have an impact on the 
effectiveness of graphic health warnings? (Note: if not known, plain 
packaging refers to: restricting or prohibiting the use of logos, colours, 
brand imagery or text other than brand names printed in a standard 
colour and font style on tobacco products) 

- If in support) To what degree would it impact? What realistically 
would plain packaging provisions need to comprise to get this 
effect?    

- Do you think other changes to the health warnings system could 
achieve a similar degree of impact? If so, what? 

6. Conclusion 

Thank you very much for your thoughts today. Just to sum up, what would 
be the key message you would like to convey about the current graphic 
health warning system for this evaluation?  

 

 

 

 

 

     


